
I entifyin esidential Ener ducti n tential

Introduction pproach Taken

Ontario Hydro is mvolved in a series of studies to identify
and quantify the energy and load reduction potential of
electrically heated homes. From these interlinked studies it
is hoped not only to quantify attainable potential energy
and load reductions but to provide input into the design of
future energy conservation programs.

1000 I6.I8I<ll""&RIIll,rllld"'lil, Audit

Concentrating on electrically heated residential
housing a statistically selected group of 1000 houses,
representative of the Ontario housing stock, was audited.
The sample covered 26 communities across the province
and encompassed an structure types of detached,
family houses.

These 1000 houses received an energy audit with the
results entered into a database. The energy con-
SUlJl1otlon of these houses was the PRISM
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computer program and cros~ referenced to HOT 2000, an
energy analysis program, which identified energy savings
attributable to 46 different energy conservation upgrades
(ECU) $

Results from the analysis were extrapolated to the total
electrically heated housing stock and identified 1330 .MW
of economically attainable load reduction potentiaL This
further broke down to 600 MW from improvements to the
thermal envelope and 730 MW from upgrades to heat
pumps $

Other fmdings were:

@ 92% of houses received at least one economic ECD
recommendation

@ 86 % of houses received. at least one ~hermal envelope
1ml0t'o,velme][1t recommendation

Financial Incentive Conjoint Analysis
Stud,y

Having identified the potential of Energy Conservation
Upgrades a study was undertaken to: determine the
amount of incentive that should be used in a financial
incentive market test, determine the sensitivity of cus
tomer intentions to implement ECDs based on various
incentive levels, id~ntify effective program design alter
natives, and determine relevant energy demographics of
customers most likely to participate in energy management
programs..

Among the results from this report are:

@ heat pumps generally remain a very hard sell

@ offer the maximum rebate possible

@ there were an average of 3 .. 6 EeUs recommended per
house when including heat pumps and 3$3 thermal

ECDs per house when excluding heat
pumps..

@ warranties are expected and necessary

@ there is a credibility issue as to why a
offer rebates

would

• offer flexibility in terms of contractor choice and do-
.. 40~'8:7_~1I-.1i"C'tl.'ll.U· option..
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arket Infrastructure Survey

The objectives of the Market Infrastructure Survey were:
to identify/evaluate the major barriers/success factors in
existing housing retrofit programs, to determine a quanti
tative and qualitative measure of existing supply of resi
dential contractors, and to determine the project manage
ment activities and degree of contractor screening and
evaluation necessary to administer energy management
programs.

Highlights of the study include:

To quantify energy savings, all of the houses in the origi
nall000 House Study had monthly meter readings collect
ed starting with the heating season before envelope up
grades were installed and continuing for two years after
the upgrades. Pre and energy savings are

obtained using PRISM with the monthly ~eter readings.

Remote Interrogation Meters (RIMs), which remotely read
electrical load every 15 minutes, are being used to quan
tify actual changes' in electrical load. The subset of 150
upgraded houses from the 1000 House Study are eCHllD1Ded
with RIMs and they win continue to be monitored for two
years after the installation of the upgrades.

"every problem that can arise in energy conservation
programs has already arisen", look at the experiences
of others before beginning.

to ensure the quality of work, monitoring is requirect

The retrofitted houses received from one
of the foHowing 5 categories: air sealing, attic insulation,
wall insulation, basement and window up"gra.de.
The energy and load changes will be attributable
to the one particular upgrade performed on the house.

a base of contractors exists but it needs
expanding and upgrading in "energy conservation ft

aspects.

a high mSDe(~tlo,n rate is recommended - up to 100%

Post retrofit metering and analysis is way.
It is too early to draw final conclusions about the effect of
the energy conservation upgrades undertaken on Ql;,Ql",f'~"ln111hl

consumption and load levels.

Environment Study Discussion

The purpose of the Indoor Environment was to
assess air and examine the air
concerns that may as a consequence of under-

energy conservation programs.

a series of residential energy studies Ontario
has been able to the energy

savmgs and load reduction heated
houses in Ontario.
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Reduction Study

The Load Reduction involves the and
momt()ruJl2: of 150 houses which were' of the 1000
House Audit. The purpose of this project· is to obtain
qu;ant,lh(~at]lOn of the actual energy and load impacts asso
ciated with a range of thermal envelope upgrades (ECU's)
identified as economic. Results will anow Ontario Hydro
to the estimate of the total province wide poten
tial of load reduction in the existing stock of electrically
heated houses and to improve future program design and
evaluation.
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